The ABC’s of
the Sex Trade
A Glossary of Terms Used in Sex Trafficking

Automatic: A sex trafficking victim’s routine
when her trafficker is not around her. Victims
are expected to comply with the rules and
expectations of the trafficker, even in his
absence, or face punishment.
Bottom: The female appointed by the
trafficker to supervise the other girls in his
“herd” and report back to him. The bottom
may be instructed to train the other girls on
what is expected from them, punish them if
they break the house rules, advertise them on
the internet, line up clients for them, and
collect their daily earnings. Typically, by
serving in this role, the Bottom doesn’t have
to see as many clients as other girls.
Branding: A tattoo or mark on the victim that
indicates ownership by the trafficker. This
allows other traffickers and the victim to see
they are someone’s property.
Brothel: A house, apartment, condominium,
or other building where sex acts are
performed on the property.
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Circuit: A series of cities where victims of
trafficking are moved from state to state,
usually to avoid law enforcement as well as
meet demand. There are several circuits
throughout the United States.
Client/Date/John/Trick: The person paying
to have sex with a victim.
CSEC: Commercial Sexual Exploitation of
Children.
Coercion: “Threats or perceived threats of
serious harm to or physical constraints
against a person; a scheme intended to cause
a person to believe that failure to perform will
result in serious harm to or physical restraint
against any person.”
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Daddy: The name victims of sex trafficking
are often required to call their trafficker.
Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking (DMST):
The trafficking of a U. S. citizen who is under
18 years of age.
Domestic Trafficking: The trafficking of U.S.
citizens within the United States.

Gorilla Pimp: A trafficker who controls his
victims with extreme violence and force. He
determines when or if she eats, showers,
sleeps, etc.
Grooming Period: The time period a trafficker
invests in a potential victim for the purpose of
building attachments and trust between the
trafficker and the target victim. During this
time period he will buy her gifts, declare his
love for her and promise a lifestyle very
different from the one she will enter once he
has acquired her.
Human Smugg ling: “The facilitation,
transportation, attempted transportation, or
illegal entry of a person or persons across an
international border.”
Kiddie Stroll: An area of prostitution known
for younger victims.

Escort Service: A business which schedules
sexual transactions between a victim and
purchaser, exclusively by appointment,
typically booked by phone or the internet. The
victim is sent to the purchaser’s location or
prearranged destination to perform the sex
act.
Exit Fee: The amount of money a trafficker
demands from a victim who would like to
leave the life. It will be an outlandish sum of
money. Because most traffickers do not allow
their victims to retain any of their earnings, it
is nearly impossible for a victim to leave the
life.
Force: Physical power or strength used to
abduct a victim.
Fraud: The old fashioned bait and switch,
where a victim is promised one thing to get
her to move from a place of comfort and
safety to unfamiliar surroundings. Once there,
she learns the real reason she’s present.
Examples of fraud would be the promise of
working for a modeling agency or shooting a
music video but once there, she may be gang
raped and then taken into the trade.
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Lot Lizzard: A victim who is prostituted at truck
stops.
Minor: Anyone under the age of 18 years
old.
National Human Trafficking Resource
Center (NHTRC): The National Center which
monitors the toll-free hotline to answer calls
from anywhere in the United States 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. It is
operated by Polaris, a nongovernmental
organization. Callers can report any
suspicious activity they see, have questions
answered, or request a rescue.
Out of Pocket: The phrase used to describe a
victim who has broken the code of ethics
among traffickers, such as making eye contact
with another trafficker. When a victim is out
of pocket, she can be beaten, robbed or raped
without her trafficker making any attempt to
retaliate.
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Pimp/Trafficker: An individual or group who
controls and financially benefits from the
commercial sexual exploitation of a victim.
Pimps/Traffickers can be individuals, couples,
groups, teenagers, family members, or gangs.
They are found in every demographic
imaginable.
Pimp Ring: A group of pimps who
work together to meet the demand in a
geographic location.
Quota: The amount of money a victim must
earn each night before she can stop seeing
johns/tricks/clients. If a victim does not reach
her quota, she may be beaten and sent back
out to earn the rest of her quota. Quotas range
in amounts depending on geographical
location and events taking place in the area.
According to victims, when sporting events or
large corporate conferences are in town,
quotas increase and in some cases double.
Romeo Pimp: A pimp/trafficker who prides
himself on controlling victims through
psychological manipulation. He showers his
victims with love, attention, and gifts at first,
then threatens violence if they do not meet
his demands.

Sex Industry/Sex Trade: Is made up of
businesses that directly or indirectly provide
sex-related products and/or services or adult
entertainment
Sex Tourism: Trips planned for the primary
purpose of the travel purchasing sex.
Sex Trafficking: According to the Trafficking
in Persons Act, “the recruitment, harboring,
transportation, provision, or obtaining of a
person for the purpose of a commercial sex
act, in which the commercial sex act is
induced by force, fraud, or coercion, or in
which the person induced to perform such an
act has not attained 19 years of age.”
Sextortion: When a pimp/trafficker befriends
unsuspecting young people to gain their trust
and entice them to send lewd photos or videos
of themselves. They use these images to
extort or manipulate them, and eventually
lure them into the sex trade.
Stable: A group of victims who are under the
control of a pimp/trafficker.
The Life/The Trade/The Game: “The culture
of prostitution, complete with rules, a
hierarchy of authority, and language.”
Track: An area of town known for
prostitution.
Turning a Trick: Committing a sex act for
money.
Turning a girl out: Selling a victim for sex
the first time.
Wife-in-laws: Girls/women who are under the
control of the same pimp/trafficker.
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